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ABSTRACT
Numerical simulations of pebble dynamics inside gas clumps formed by gravitational
instability of protoplanetary discs are presented. We find that dust-mediated Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities transport pebbles inward rapidly via dense metal-rich ”fingers”.
This speeds up sedimentation of small pebbles by up to two orders of magnitude and
yet does not impede grain growth because grains of all sizes sediment at the same
collective speed as long as Stokes number is less than unity. In simulations with a
fixed pebble size, solid planetary cores form if pebble size exceeds a few cm. Pebble
growth leads to core formation in some hundreds of years even when pebbles injected
into clumps are of mm or smaller sizes. Properties of the gas clump dictate what kind
of cores can be made. Low central temperature clumps allow formation of solid cores
out of refractory materials, whereas in the highest temperature clumps pebbles of
any composition are vaporised and make fuzzy cores only. These results confirm that
gravitational instability of protoplanetary discs is a robust mechanism of hatching
cores from sub-Earth to Neptune mass, as well as gas giants with massive cores, solid
or fuzzy. This mode of planet formation is especially promising for environs too young
and distant (such as the ALMA-observed HL Tau disc) or too violent (such as circum-
binary planets), to form via the Core Accretion scenarios.
1 INTRODUCTION
Gas clumps formed by gravitational instability of protoplan-
etary discs (Kratter & Lodato 2016) present a viable en-
vironment in which grains can grow, sediment to the cen-
tre and form a solid core there (Kuiper 1951a,b; McCrea &
Williams 1965; Cameron et al. 1982; Boss 1998). The cen-
tral temperatures of these clumps vary, depending on their
mass and evolutionary state, from ∼ 100 K to ∼ 2000 K
(Bodenheimer 1974), in principle allowing grains of various
compositions to reach the clump centre.
Kuiper (1951b) believed that planets form on fixed or-
bits. We now know that massive self-gravitating gas discs
hatch clumps by disc fragmentation at separations∼ 100 AU
(Gammie 2001; Rafikov 2005) but the clumps may migrate
closer to the star in a matter of a few thousand years (Mayer
et al. 2004; Vorobyov & Basu 2006, 2010; Machida et al.
2010; Baruteau et al. 2011; Michael et al. 2011; Machida
et al. 2011). Those clumps that manage to contract and col-
lapse into second cores (also called post-collapse gas giants,
or ”hot start models” in different contexts Larson 1969; Bur-
rows et al. 2000), and survive the migration phase, become
gas giant planets. Clumps that contract too slowly are tidally
disrupted (Boley et al. 2010; Nayakshin 2010).
If a solid core is synthesized inside the clump by the
time it is disrupted, the core is released back into the world.
However, the total condensible mass of metals inside a gas
clump of mass M is only ∼ 3 M⊕(M/1MJ)(Z/0.01), where
Z is clump metallicity. Grains also need to be as large as
1 cm in radius for an efficient grain sedimentation into the
core, and this may not occur in time before the clump is
disrupted. Finally, the internal regions of the clump may be
too hot for grains to exist.
Previous isolated clump studies found that these chal-
lenges are not easily overcome (Helled et al. 2008; Helled
& Schubert 2008; Forgan & Rice 2013). However, the dust
content of gas clumps may be far greater due to accretion of
∼ 1 mm or larger grains from the disc (Humphries & Nayak-
shin 2018) via a process known as pebble accretion (Ormel
& Klahr 2010; Johansen & Lacerda 2010; Lambrechts & Jo-
hansen 2012; Lambrechts et al. 2014). Furthermore, spiral
arms and gas clumps may be enriched with solids already at
birth (Rice et al. 2004; Boley & Durisen 2010; Boley et al.
2011; Gibbons et al. 2012, 2014).
Nayakshin & Fletcher (2015); Nayakshin (2016) in-
cluded the process of pebble accretion in their population
synthesis, with results showing some promise in terms of
core masses, compositions, orbital separations and host star
metallicity correlations (for a broad comparison of the model
results with observations, see Nayakshin 2017).
However, the processes of grain sedimentation and core
formation inside gas clumps were studied previously either
analytically or via 1D spherically symmetric numerical codes
only. In this paper we present first 3D numerical simulations
of coupled gas and dust dynamics inside the gas clumps.
We are in particular interested in the fate of the additional
grains accreted by the clump from the parent disc because
these grains may outnumber by total mass those native to
the clump. To achieve higher numerical resolution, isolated
gas clumps are studied here but the initial conditions are
tailored to mimic clumps in their protoplanetary disc birth
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2environment. We start with simulations in which grain size
is fixed, the initial conditions are spherically symmetric, but
later relax these assumptions. Table 1 (see §2.3) gives a sum-
mary of simulations presented here and main results learned
from these. Animations of two simulations, Sp1Z1a01F and
DarkCollapse, are available via online supplementary mate-
rial, and at these links, respectively:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7e56pxlnhtkrqk6/SpZ1a01N8e5.mp4?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wvnailpusfg8x7t/DarkCollapse.mp4?dl=0
2 PRELIMINARIES
The protoplanet is introduced as a pebble-free polytropic
sphere of mass M0 = 3 MJ. This is motivated by the fact
that detailed gas clump contraction calculations show that
the energy transfer within the clumps is strongly dominated
by convection (e.g., Helled et al. 2008). The central tem-
perature of our fiducial clump is Tcen = 300 K, the central
density is ρcen = 1.8× 10−9 g/cm3 and the clump radius is
Rp ≈ 1.5 AU. Radiative cooling of the clump is neglected
(see §2.3). This clump would be destroyed by tidal forces if
it reaches the planet-star separation D ∼ 20 AU when its
radius is comparable to the Hill radius.
2.1 Drag laws and sticking grain growth
We use equations (7-9) from Weidenschilling (1977) for
the aerodynamical friction force between gas and a peb-
ble particle of internal material density ρa, radius a, mov-
ing through the gas at a relative velocity ∆v. In the Ep-
stein regime, the magnitude of the friction force is given by
F = (4pi/3)ρa2vth∆v, where ρ and vth = [8kbT/piµ]
1/2 are
density and mean thermal speed of gas with temperature T ,
kb is the Boltzmann constant and µ = 2.45mp is the mean
molecular weight. The Epstein drag law is used for parti-
cles with size a < atr = (3/2)λ, where λ ≈ 4ρ−1−9 cm is the
mean free path of hydrogen molecules, with ρ−9 = ρ/(10−9 g
cm−3). For larger particle sizes, the friction force depends
on the Reynolds number, Re = 2a∆v/νvisc, where νvisc is
the viscosity coefficient. We use the ideal gas viscosity law,
νvisc = (1/3)λvth.
The dependence of the drag coefficient Cd on the
Reynolds number iss specified in Weidenschilling (1977) and
implemented in our numerical code, but for the analytical
understanding of the problem, it suffices to use the Stokes
law for particles a > (3/2)λ because ∆v is usually much
smaller than vth, in which case F = 2pia(µ/σH)vth∆v, with
σH is the H2 molecule collision cross section.The equation
of motion for a dust particle with velocity v is
dv
dt
= g + F = g − v − vg
tst
, (1)
where g is the gravitational acceleration, vg is the surround-
ing gas velocity, and we defined the stopping time of the
particle by
tst =
ma∆v
F
ρ+ ρp
ρ
, (2)
where ma = (4pi/3)ρaa
3 is the particle mass.
The terminal sedimentation velocity is found by set-
ting F = mag, where g(R) = GM(R)/R
2 is the inward
directed gravitational acceleration, and M(R) is the mass of
the clump interior to radius R,
vsed =
2
3
ρaa
2σH
µvth
g(R) Stokes drag , (3)
vsed =
ρaa
ρvth
g(R) Epstein drag . (4)
In the centre of the clump, the gas density is constant to a
good approximation, ρ = ρcen, so g(R) ≈ (4pi/3)GρcenR, so
vsed = 4.3 m/s
ρaa
2
1
T
1/2
300
ρ−9Rau Stokes drag (a & 10 cm) , (5)
vsed = 0.26 m/s
ρaa0
T
1/2
300
Rau Epstein drag (a . 10 cm) , (6)
where a1 = a/(10 cm), a0 = a/(1 cm), T300 = T/(300 K).
The corresponding sedimentation times are,
tsed = 1100 yr (ρ−9ρaa
2
1)
−1T 1/2300 Stokes drag , (7)
tsed = 1.8× 104 yr (ρaa0)−1T 1/2300 Epstein drag . (8)
Eq. 8 is formally correct only in the centre of the clump.
However, sedimentation is slowest in the clump centre, where
gravity is weak, so that eq. 8 is actually fairly accurate.
For a grain of radius a moving through a background of
much smaller grains with volume density ρbg at a relative ve-
locity ∆vbg, the rate of grain mass (ma) increase by perfectly
sticking collisions is dma/dt = pia
2ρbg∆vbg = 3ma/tgr,
where we defined the growth time scale as
tgr =
4ρaa
ρbg∆vbg
. (9)
With this definition, the grain size grows with time as
da
dt
=
a
tgr
. (10)
We shall consider effects of high speed collisions in which
grains fragment below.
2.2 Clumps: safe heavens for grain growth
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows grain sedimentation veloc-
ity as a function of grain size calculated for clumps with
Tcen = 100, 300, and 1,000 K. Grain material density is set
to ρa = 5 g s
−1. The panel also shows the radial drift ve-
locity of grains in the protoplanetary disc (green dash-dot
curve) calculated following Weidenschilling (1977) at radial
distance of 50 AU. The disc is assumed to have radial profile
Σ ∝ 1/R, temperature profile T (R) ∝ 1/R1/2, H/R = 0.1
at 50 AU, and the mass Mdisc = 0.2 M.
The maximum radial drift velocity of pebbles in the disc
occurs for the Stokes number St = 1 particles, which for our
disc model corresponds to size a ∼ 5 cm. Booth & Clarke
(2016) concluded that velocity dispersion of pebbles in self-
gravitating gas discs is too high to allow grain growth to
proceed beyond Stokes number ∼ 0.01− 0.1. Therefore, we
should expect that grains entering the gas clump will be a
few mm in size. The middle panel of fig. 1 shows the sedi-
mentation time scales. For grains of a few mm size, sedimen-
tation time is very long, tsed ∼ a few ×104 to ∼ 106 years.
By the time the grains could sediment, the clump is likely
to either collapse or be tidally disrupted, none of which is
promising for solid core formation.
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Figure 1. Left: Sedimentation velocities for grains versus grain size a inside gas clumps. The curves are computed for three different
polytropic gas clumps, all of mass 3 MJ. The green dash-dot curve shows the radial velocity of the grains in a massive disc at separation
of 50 AU. Middle: Grain sedimentation time scale as a function of a for the same three clumps. Right: Grain growth or fragmentation
time scales. The green dash-dot curve shows grain growth time inside the disc. See §2.2 for more detail.
The right panel of fig. 1 depicts the grain growth or
fragmentation time scale (eq. 9), assuming that the back-
ground grain density is ρbg = 0.02ρcen. When using eq. 9,
we added to ∆v a Brownian motion velocity of 20 cm/s (see,
e.g., Dullemond & Dominik 2005). For small grains, the grain
growth time scale is generally much shorter than the grain
sedimentation time implying that grains may increase in size
rapidly. If they grow to the size of ∼ 10 cm, then they will
sediment into the clump centre onto the sedimentation time
for such grains, which is relatively short. On the other hand,
large grains, a ≥ 10 cm, sediment inward very rapidly (cf.
the left panel of fig. 1), and are likely to be affected by grain
fragmentation.
The dash-dot green curve in the right panel of fig. 1
shows the grain growth time for a grain in the disc at radial
separation of 50 AU. Here we use the radial drift velocity
plotted in the left panel as the estimate for ∆v in eq. 9, and
we also added the Brownian motion component to it. Com-
parison of the green dash-dotted curves in the left and right
panels of fig. 1 with the respective curves for the clumps
show that clumps are a safe heaven for grain growth. For
definitiveness, consider materials with fragmentation veloc-
ities of 3 m s−1. In the disc, such grains will only grow to
a few mm size, when the collisions start to shatter them. In
contrast, grains can grow to sizes of a few cm to almost half
a metre inside the clumps before collisions become fragment-
ing. Further, this growth happens quickly, in tens of years
to perhaps 104 years.
The physical reason why gas clumps provide much more
promising environs for grain growth compared to discs is
their much higher density (many orders of magnitude, typ-
ically). Due to this, grain-grain collisions in the clumps are
much milder, occurring at smaller relative velocities, and yet
they are much more frequent than collisions in the disc.
2.3 Numercal method and initial conditions
The numerical method employed in this paper is presented in
Humphries & Nayakshin (2018). In brief, Gadget 3, a widely
used Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) with N-body
code (Springel 2005) is employed to model the coupled dy-
namics of gas (SPH particles) and dust grains (N-body parti-
cles). Gravitational forces on all components are calculated.
Dust particles interact with the SPH neighbouring parti-
cles also via the aero-dynamical friction force (§2.1). The
SPH equations of motion for gas contains the aerodynamical
friction term with the minus sign, guaranteeing momentum
conservation in the interaction between the two species. The
heat generated by the dust particles as they move through
the surrounding gas is also included in the energy equation
for the gas. An ideal equation of state with the adiabatic
index γ = 7/5 is used. We neglect radiative cooling of the
gas. This is reasonable since the clump cooling time is a few
×104 years (Helled et al. 2008; Nayakshin 2015), and is much
longer than the duration of the simulations.
Prior to pebble immersion into the clump, the clump
is relaxed for many dynamical times, keeping the polytropic
constant K in P = Kργ fixed as a global constant. After
grains are introduced inside the cloud, the polytropic con-
stant K is no longer kept a global constant, allowing it to
evolve independently for each SPH particle, e.g., increase
due to gas-dust frictional heating or gas shocks via artificial
viscosity prescription (although the latter does not really oc-
cur in the tests presented below as gas motions are subsonic
for parameters choices made).
The number of SPH particles used is Nsph = 0.8 Million
for most of the simulations below, but is varied in some tests
from Nsph = 5 × 104 to 3.2 Million. The total number of
pebble particles used for most of the tests in this paper is set
to 40% the SPH particle number, unless specified differently.
At the beginning of the simulations (t = 0), pebbles of a
specified size and of total mass ZM0, where Z  1, are
deposited in the outer regions of the clump.
Table 1 lists for convenience all of the simulations pre-
sented in the paper. Each row shows a corresponding sec-
tion, the main effects being investigated, simulation names,
figures and main conclusions arising from the simulations.
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4Table 1. Simulations presented in the paper
Section Notes Simulation names Figures Main conclusions
3 Dynamics of fixed size grains
3.1 Collective versus test particle SpZ1a01F, SpZ1a01TP 2,3 Pebble-rich finger sedimentation
3.2 Non-spherical initial condition NonSpZ1a01 4 Rayleigh-Taylor mushroom heads
3.3 Various grain sizes SpZ1a01 –SpZ1a100 5 Finger sedimen. is rapid yet gentle
3.4 Dependence on metallicity SpZ05a01 – SpZ4a01 6 Instability grows faster at larger Z
3.5 Various geometries BulletZ1a01, SlabZ1a01 7, 8 Non-spherical IC speed up sedimen.
3.6 Sinusoidal perturbations SinZ1a01N5e4 – SinZ1a01N32e5 9–12 The instability is Rayleigh-Taylor
3.7 Instability decay for large a SinZ1a01N8e5–SinZ1a26N8e5 13,14 Instability is suppressed at large a
3.8 Core collapse SpZ1a01N8e5–SpZ1a100N8e5 15, 16 Core collapse occurs at t = tsed
4 Variable grain size
4.1 Grain growth and fragmentation WedgeZ2a01V1, ... 17, 18 Grain size evolution is rapid
4.2 Grain vaporisation in hot clumps WedgeZ2a10Tc100, ... 19 Solid vs fuzzy core formation
5 Effects of pebble weight on the clumps
5 Uniform idealised metal loading UniZload 20 Agreement with theory
5.1 Dark Collapse DarkCollapse 21, 22 Clump collapse due to pebble weight
3 COLLECTIVE EFFECTS
3.1 Spherically symmetric initial conditions
In this section pebbles mirror the gas density profile for the
outermost 10% of the SPH particles. Pebble size is fixed at
a = 0.1 cm, Z = 0.01, and the SPH particle number is
Nsph = 0.8 Million.
The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the resulting initial con-
figuration of the pebble-loaded gas clump. The background
image shows a slice of the gas projected density map between
-0.25 au ≤ x ≤ 0.25 au. The blue coloured dots show the po-
sitions of individual pebble particles. The white arrows show
the map of the gas velocity field (set to zero identically at
t = 0). The initial radial density profiles of dust and gas can
be also seen in Fig. 3.
Simulation SpZ1a01F (an animation of the simulation
is available in the online supplementary material) is ran as
described in §2.3, whereas SpZ1a01TP is identical to it in
every aspect except the frictional back reaction force on the
gas is turned off. Pebble particles are hence treated in the
test particle approximation in simulation SpZ1a01TP (at
Z = 0.01 the gravitational force on the gas from the pebbles
is quite weak).
The middle and the right panels of Fig. 2 show the
projected gas densities, the velocity field and pebble particle
locations. The two projections are made at different times,
t = 640 and t = 64 years for the middle and the right panels,
respectively. This is done because the pebble distribution
evolves much faster in the run SpZ1a01F. We observe that
pebbles sediment in a purely radial, spherically symmetric
and laminar fashion in the middle panel. In contrast, both
pebbles and gas show strongly non-radial flows in the right
panel. Grains arrive in the inner part of the clump much
sooner in the fully self-consistent simulation.
Fig. 3 which presents the gas and dust density profiles
averaged on concentric shells in the top panel. The solid
curve shows the initial gas density profile. The dashed black
curve shows the same for pebbles at time t = 0 (correspond-
ing to the left panel of Fig. 2), whereas the blue and the
red dashed curves show pebble profiles at times t = 640 and
t = 320 (when the simulations were terminated) for the test
particle SpZ1a01TP and the fully dynamic SpZ1a01F simu-
lations, respectively. We observe that in the no back reaction
case pebbles sediment so slowly that they essentially stall at
radius of just smaller than 1 AU, at least on the time scales
of these simulations. In contrast, in the fully dynamic sim-
ulation most of the pebbles are in the inner ∼ 0.4 AU part
of the clump.
Grain sedimentation time, defined as R/vsed and calcu-
lated as described in §2, is plotted with the solid curve in the
bottom panel of Fig. 3. Sedimentation time scale is shortest
at large R because ρ(R) is rapidly decreasing with increas-
ing R (cf. the top panel of Fig. 3). This also explains why
the grain shell becomes narrower with time in the no-back-
reaction simulation: pebbles further from the centre tend to
catch up with those deeper in.
The coloured diamonds in the bottom panel of Fig. 3
show the time on the y-axis and the corresponding radial po-
sition, rf , of the sedimentation front as a function of time. In
the spherical geometry, sedimentation front is defined sim-
ply as the innermost radius to which pebbles sedimented at
a given time. For the non-spherical geometry we define the
sedimentation front as following. At a given time, the aver-
age density of pebbles and gas in the planet is calculated on
concentric spherical shells. The smallest radius of the shell
where the ratio ρpeb/ρgas exceeds Zf = 0.005 is then defined
as the sedimentation front. The resulting function rf(t) does
not depend sensitively on the exact value of Zf provided Zf
is not too large.
The blue diamonds in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 show
evolution of the sedimentation front with time in the test
particle simulation SpZ1a01TP. These results are consis-
tent with eq. 8 for sedimentation of particles in the Epstein
regime. If the simulations were ran for longer, the blue di-
amond sequence would converge onto the solid black curve.
The sequence of red diamonds for rf(t) shows clearly that
pebbles penetrate into the inner regions of the planet much
faster when their effects onto gas dynamics are properly in-
cluded.
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Figure 2. Left: The initial condition for spherically symmetric simulations presented in §3. A gas clump is loaded in the outer regions
with Z = 0.01 of pebbles with size a = 0.1 cm. Middle and Right: Same projections but at later times for the simulations that include
back reaction force onto gas (right, SpZ1a01F) and not (middle, SpZ1a01TP).
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Figure 3. Top: Density profiles versus distance from the clump
centre for two simulations presented in §3.1. Black curves show
initial condition for gas (thin line) and dust (thick line). The
colored dashed curves are for dust profiles at later times. Bot-
tom: Sedimentation time as a function of distance from the centre
(black curve), and the time actually taken for the sedimentation
front to reach given radius (red and blue symbols). See text for
more detail.
3.2 A non-spherical initial perturbation test
In simulation NonSpZ1a01 the initial radial distribution of
pebble particles is the same as that described in §3.1, but the
angular distribution differs. Consider spherical coordinates
in which z = R cos θ, x = R sin θ cosφ and y = R sin θ sinφ.
First, the 3/4 of the pebble particles are distributed isotrop-
ically. The reminder 1/4 of pebble particles are then dis-
tributed uniformly in cos θ only. In the azimuthal angle φ,
the distribution is uniform within 6 sectors out of 12 equal
size sectors on which the full 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi circle is divided.
The top left panel of Fig. 4 shows the |z| ≤ 0.21 au slice of
the initial pebble density field, rendered with 40 dust par-
ticle neighbours. The pebble density at t = 0 in the denser
regions is 5/3 times higher than in the unperturbed regions.
The density and velocity maps of gas and pebbles are
presented at times t = 32 and 64 years, respectively, in the
bottom panels of Fig. 4. The top right panel shows pebble
density field at time t = 64 years. The dynamics of pebbles
and gas is highly correlated. In the regions where pebbles are
abundant, gas ”settles” together with the pebbles. Pebble-
free inner clump regions rise buoyantly up. Note also the
mushroom-like heads of the infalling fingers.
3.3 Dependence on pebble size: rapid, non
fragmenting sedimentation
For this section, the initial conditions and all other settings
are the same as those for SpZ1a01F except for pebble size
a, which is varied from a = 0.1 cm to a = 100 cm. The
respective runs are labeled SpZ1a01 for a = 0.1 cm through
to SpZ1a100 for a = 100 cm. For simplicity, pebble sedimen-
tation time is now defined as the time it takes the sedimen-
tation front to propagate to radius R = 0.2 au.
The black asterisks in Fig. 5 show sedimentation time
versus grain size from the simulations, whereas the red di-
amonds show the analytical test particle result. According
to the later, small grains should take a very long time to
sediment. Due to collective effects, these particles sediment
much more rapidly. The measured sedimentation time is in-
dependent of a for small grains because small grains are
well coupled to the gas and co-move with it as it sinks to
the centre. This is contrary to the test particle prediction,
where sedimentation time should be inversely proportional
to a or a2.
The speed with which small pebbles sediment due to
collective effects is rather large,
vsed ∼ 1AU
100yr
≈ 50 ms−1 . (11)
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Figure 4. Non-spherical initial perturbation test NonSpZ1a01
described in §3.2. Top panels: A z-coordinate slice for the peb-
ble particles at t = 0 (left panel) and at t = 64 years (right panel).
Bottom panels: similar projections for the gas (colors) and peb-
bles (blue points) at an early time (left) and at t = 64 years
(right).
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Figure 5. Dependence of pebble sedimentation time on the peb-
ble size a for simulations SpZ1a01 – SpZ1a100. The red curve
gives the test particle analytic prediction which is clearly at odds
with what is actually happening. Instead, small grains sediment
into the clump centre much faster, at a speed independent of grain
size since their motion is controlled by the collective effects. Large
grains, on the other hand, sediment even faster in the test particle
regime, and fall to the centre of the planet almost in free fall.
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Figure 6. Dependence of pebble sedimentation time on the to-
tal mass of added pebbles, defined via pebble metallicity Z, for
spherically-symmetric initial dust configuration and grain size
a = 0.1 cm. Based on runs SpZ05a01 to SpZ4a01
This is much larger than the break-up speed for most mate-
rials. However, since grains of all sizes up to some maximum
size (which will be quantified in §3.7) move together with the
surrounding gas, their relative velocity dispersion is bound
to be much smaller than the ”macroscopic” sedimentation
velocity (eq. 11). Therefore, collective sedimentation speeds
up small grain sedimentation inside the clumps while at the
same time keeping the process gentle, avoiding violent col-
lisions otherwise expected to fragment pebbles. This means
that clumps are an even better environment for making solid
cores than found in analytical 1D analysis in §2.2.
For grains greater than a few cm, collective effects seem
to slow down their sedimentation somewhat. The effect how-
ever exists over a small range in grain size only (a = 10 cm in
the figure), and is probably due to random motions caused
by the instabilities which make such grains deviate from
their otherwise purely radial inward motion. At the largest
grain sizes in the figure, a ≥ 30 cm, pebbles are so large
that they sediment at nearly the free fall velocity. The sedi-
mentation time of the largest pebbles in Fig. 5, a = 30 and
100 cm, is just a little longer than dynamical time for the
clump, tdyn ∼ (R3/GM0)3/2 ∼ 2 years. The red analytical
curve does not take into account this physical limit.
3.4 Dependence on metallicity of added pebbles
In this section we use the same setup as in §3.3, keeping
a = 0.1 cm, and instead vary the mass of pebbles, covering
pebble metallicity from Z = 0.005 to Z = 0.04 in steps by
a factor of two. The runs are labeled SpZ05a01 to SpZ4a01.
Fig. 6 shows how sedimentation time depends on Z. The
higher the metallicity, the faster the pebbles sediment down.
The scaling is approximately tsed ∝ Z−1. However, in these
tests geometry of the problem was the same for all Z. We
shall see later on that it is the local gas metallicity, defined as
Zloc = ρpeb/ρ, where ρpeb and ρ are the pebble and gas local
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Figure 7. Snapshots from a ”bullet” simulation BulletZ1a01 with setup identical to SpZ1a01 (see §3.3) but with pebbles loaded only in
a fraction of the full solid angle. See text in §3.5 for more detail.
Figure 8. Simulation SlabZ1a01 in which pebbles are injected in
a slab rather than in a sphere, and at regions of gas density below
10−10 g/cm3. The snapshot corresponds to time t = 35 years. See
text for more detail.
densities, respectively, rather than the global metallicity Z
that determines the sedimentation time scale.
3.5 Different geometries
Deposition of pebbles into a gas clump from the parent pro-
toplanetary disc is far from a spherically symmetric pro-
cess. Pebbles may be entering the clump mainly along the
disc midplane, and could be further constrained to streams
by the spiral density waves (Boley & Durisen 2010). For
the following ”bullet” simulation, BulletZ1a01, the numeri-
cal parameters and setup are all the same as in simulation
SpZ1a01, except that pebbles are deposited only in the two
fragments of the full solid angle, cut out by the conditions
|z|/R ≤ 0.3 and |x|/R ≤ 0.3. Pebble particle mass in this
simulation is the same as in SpZ1a01, so that the local peb-
ble metallicity Zloc is also the same, but only in the regions
loaded with pebbles.
Initially (see fig. 7), pebbles fall in radially, as in
SpZ1a01. When test particle sedimentation stall at a higher
gas density, a pancake like patch of pebbles develops. Collec-
tive effects then develop and re-shape the patch into a bullet-
like formation. Qualitatively, the dynamics of the bullet is
fairly similar to the dynamics of one of the dense fingers
from simulation SpZ1a01. The sedimentation time for the
bullet is a little shorter than in simulation SpZ1a01, around
70 years versus 100 years. This proves that it is the local peb-
ble metallicity, Zloc, rather than the global clump metallicity
enhancement, Z, that controls the rate at which pebble-rich
material settles into the centre.
In simulation SlabZ1a01 pebbles are injected at a con-
stant rate in a disc-like configuration. To enable that, only
SPH particles that satisfied the following conditions were
allowed to hatch new dust particles: (a) gas density at the
particle location is below 10−10 g/cm3, and (b) the z co-
ordinate of the particle satisfies |z| < 0.3 AU. The rate of
pebble particle creation by any SPH particle satisfying this
condition is set to t−1birth, where tbirth = 8 years. In prac-
tice, at every SPH particle time step ∆t, a uniform random
variable is 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 is drawn, and a new pebble particle
created if ξ < ∆t/tbirth. Newly born Pebbles have mass of
0.1 SPH particle mass, and they are injected with position
and velocity equal to that of the SPH parent.
The results of the test are fairly similar to previously
presented ones except here the instability develops only
when a significant amount of pebbles is injected into the
clump. Fig. 8 shows one snapshot for this simulation at time
t = 35 years. The total pebble metallicity of the gas clump
at this time is Z ≈ 0.015. The inner edge of the dust disc
develops instabilities and rains down via finger-like struc-
tures. Pebble-free gas tends to stream away from the dust
disc upwards, perturbing the fingers away from the sym-
metry plane somewhat. There is also a back flow of gas to
replenish pebble-enriched gas in the midplane that sank in
together with pebbles.
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83.6 On the nature of the instability
Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability occurs when a denser liq-
uid is on top of a less dense one in a gravity field with a
downward acceleration g. For 1D sinusoidal perturbations,
the RT instability grows exponentially, with the growth time
scale
tRT =
(
2pi
λ
g
ρ2 + ρ1
ρ2 − ρ1
)1/2
, (12)
where ρ2 and ρ1 are the gas densities of the heavy and the
light liquids, respectively, and λ is the wavelength of the
perturbation (e.g., Drazin 2002). Eq. 12 can be used to verify
performance of numerical codes (e.g., Calder et al. 2002).
In this section we start with a pebble-free gas clump
and then add pebbles in a shell with a specific sinusoidal
perturbation to then compare the numerical results to eq.
12. First, we create a spherical shell of pebbles uniformly
filling a concentric shell between radii Rpert − ∆Rpert and
Rpert+∆Rpert, where Rpert = 1.1 AU and ∆Rpert = 0.1 AU.
We discard from the shell the regions outside−1/4 ≤ cos θ ≤
1/4 since we focus our analysis near z = 0 to make the
problem approximately 2D as eq. 12 assumes. Then a radial
position shift in the pebble location is made, R→ R+δR(φ),
where δR(φ) is a function of the azimuthal angle φ:
δR(φ) = δR0 sin
[
2(φ− φn)
kpi
]
, (13)
where δR0 = 0.02 AU, φn = (pi/2)(n − 1) and k = 2n−1. n
here is the quadrant number in the azimuthal angle φ, run-
ning from 1 to 4. This way we test a range of wavelengths in
a single simulation, to save numerical costs. The first quad-
rant of azimuthal angle φ, 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi/2, n = 1, contains
exactly one full phase (oscillation) of the sine-wave pertur-
bation. The next one, n = 2, pi/2 ≤ φ ≤ pi, contains exactly
two; the third contains four and the last, (3/2)pi ≤ φ ≤ 2pi,
contains eight. Fig. 9 shows the xy-plane projection of a thin
slice (|z| ≤ 0.05 AU) of the pebble density distribution at
t = 0 created in this way. The red dashed curve shows the
circle R = Rpert. The wavelength of the perturbation in the
four quadrants is
λk =
piRpert
2k
for k = 1, 2, 4, 8 (14)
We run this initial condition with varying SPH parti-
cle numbers in steps of a multiplicative factor of 4, from
the minimum of Nsph = 0.05 Million to the maximum of
Nsph = 3.2 million. The number of pebble particles for these
runs is always set at 10% of the SPH particle number, the
total clump metallicity of the added pebbles is Z = 0.01,
and the grain size is a = 0.1 cm. The minimum resolvable
length scale of SPH simulations is roughly equal to the SPH
smoothing length, hsml, over which all particle quantities
are averaged (Lucy 1977; Monaghan 1992). For GADGET
in particular (Springel 2005),
hsml =
[
3nnbmsph
4piρ
]1/3
∝ N−1/3sph , (15)
where nnb = 40 is the number of SPH neighbor particles
used here; the last relation comes from the fact that mass
of an SPH particle is msph = M/Nsph, where M is the total
gas mass of the clump.
The top and the bottom panels of fig. 10 show the
Figure 9. Pebble particle density for the initial condition in
the sinusoidal perturbation runs SinZ1a01N5e4 to SinZ1a01N32e5
discussed in §3.6. The case with the highest SPH resolution is
shown here. The red curve is a circle with radius 1.1 AU.
development of the instability for Nsph = 0.2 Million and
Nsph = 3.2 million, respectively. In the two earliest snap-
shots at t = 4.8 years on the left of fig. 10 we can identify
the fastest growing modes visually. For Nsph = 0.2 Million,
the growth of the perturbation is the largest in the third
quadrant, k = 3, whereas for SinZ1a01N32e5 the peaks of
the perturbation is in the k = 4 quadrant grow the fastest.
At lower resolution some of the peaks in the highest k quad-
rant merge as there is not enough numerical resolution to
follow their growth properly. In SinZ1a01N32e5 the low-k
perturbations (k = 1 and k = 2) evolve to display features
on scales smaller than originally present at t = 0 in these
quadrants.
For a more quantitative analysis, we calculate the devia-
tion of the mean R for pebbles as a function of the azimuthal
angle φ. Fig. 11 shows the resulting curves for the Nsph = 0.2
Million and Nsph = 3.2 million cases at t = 0 (black curves)
and later times. As in fig. 10, we find that perturbations
grow the fastest in the third quadrant for SinZ1a01N2e5
and ain the fourth quadrant for SinZ1a01N32e5. We define
and auto-correlation function
An(t) =
4
pi
∫ φn
φn−1
dφ δR(φ, 0)δR(φ, t) , (16)
where the integration limits are the limits of the quadrants,
φn = (pi/2)(n − 1). Here δR(φ, t) is defined as a local devi-
ation of the mean radius of the shell at this φ from the 2pi
average of the pebble shell radius, R0(t). In particular, for
each azimuthal φi bin, we find all the particles within the
bin and then calculate the mean radial distance of the peb-
bles from the centre of the clump, R(φi, t). The deviation in
that bin is then ∆R(φi, t) = R(φi, t)−R0(t). With this def-
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Figure 10. Growth of perturbations in the sinusoidal perturbation test described in §3.6. Top panels: Snapshot from simulation with
Nsph = 2×105 SPH particles. Bottom panels: same but for Nsph = 3.2×106 particles. Note that different wavelengths grow differently
at different numerical resolutions.
inition, An(0) = 1 for all n, and the theoretically expected
scaling with time is
Aexpn (t) = exp
[
t
tn
]
, (17)
where tn is the growth time of the RT instability. We then
use two definitions of the minimum resolvable wavelength,
λmin. In the first we assume that λmin = 4hsml (to resolve
the four quadrants of a sine wave). In the other definition, we
consider the An(t) plots such as fig. 11 and find visually the
quadrant that grows the most at a given SPH resolution. We
take the perturbation wavelength of that quadrant as λmin.
In cases when two adjacent quadrants grow equally rapidly
we take the mean λ of the two quadrants. With λmin defined,
we use eq. 12 to find the expected fastest growth rate at a
given SPH particle number.
The top panel of fig. 12 shows the fastest growing insta-
bility time scales tinst versus Nsph, whereas the bottom panel
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Figure 11. Azimuthal analysis of perturbation growth at two dif-
ferent numerical resolutions, Nsph, for simulations SinZ1a01N2e5
and SinZ1a01N32e5. The black solid and the red dashed curves
show the initial perturbation and that at later time as indicated
above the respective panel. Note that the higher the resolution,
the smaller the length scales that dominate perturbation growth.
Also note that a factor of ∼ 2 growth is achieved sooner at higher
resolution.
shows the two respective definition of the minimum resolv-
able scale. As expected, the instability grows faster at higher
resolution. The blue dashed curves assume eq. ?? scaling,
and provide the closest match to the instability growth rates
measured from the observations. Although the agreement is
not perfect, it is good enough for us to accept that Rayleigh-
Taylor instability is the culprit for the collective effects in
grain sedimentation found here.
3.7 Instability decay for large grain sizes
Small grains and the gas are tightly coupled and so move
together as one heavy fluid. However, large grains are
able to separate themselves from the surrounding gas,
which must affect dust-RT instability growth. Simulations
SinZ1a02N8e5, etc., are exactly analogous to SinZ1a01N8e5
but for grain sizes increasing by a factor of two from a =
0.2 cm (SinZ1a02N8e5) to a = 26 cm (SinZ1a26N8e5). In
brief, for large grains the perturbation amplitude in fact de-
creases with time rather than increases. Fig. 13 shows this
for a = 13 cm, at one particular time. Compare An(t) for
this simulation with those obtained earlier for a = 0.1 cm
(fig. 11). We see that An(t) decreases for SinZ1a13N8e5 with
time for all wavelengths considered.
To understand this, define a characteristic perturbation
Figure 12. Perturbation growth rates and the corresponding
length scales, measured from the simulations, compared to those
theoretically expected. See text in §3.6 for more detail.
velocity, vper, with which sinusoidal perturbations grow, as
vper ∼ δR0/tRT, where tRT is the RT instability growth time
scale defined for the shortest resolvable wavelength, set to
λ = 4hsml. For runs presented here, vpert ≈ 210 m s−1. If
dust particles are tightly coupled to gas then they move with
velocities comparable to vpert. However, dust particles also
move radially inward through the gas with the sedimentation
velocity derived in §2.1. The bottom panel of Fig. 14 shows
the dust particle sedimentation velocity as a function of a
at the location of the sinusoidal perturbation. The dashed
horisontal line shows the perturbation velocity vpert.
The top panel of fig. 14 shows relative perturbation
growth as a function of a at time t = 4.4 yr, defined as
δAn = (An(t)−An(0))/An(0) = An(t)− 1. For small grains
dust sedimentation velocity is smaller than vpert, and per-
turbations grow; for large a sedimentation velocity is larger
than vper, and perturbations decay. In the latter case the
dust particles free themselves up from the surrounding gas
faster than the instability could grow; they are approxi-
mately in the test particle regime.
The inviscid one-fluid RT instability grows the fastest
the smaller the perturbation length scale (eq. 12. In contrast,
the dust-RT instability has a minimum length scale below
which it does not grow. Define vλ as the maximum pertur-
bation velocity corresponding to a wavelength λ growing in
the linear regime. In the linear regime, the perturbation am-
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Figure 13. Similar to fig. 11 but for simulation SinZ1a13N8e5,
i.e., for a much larger grain size, a = 13 cm. Perturbations now
decay rather than grow, and the decay rate is independent of
perturbation wavelength.
plitude is by definition smaller than max(δR) ∼ λ/2pi, so
vλ ∼ max(δR)
tRT
=
λ
2pitRT(λ)
. (18)
Requiring this velocity to be larger than the grain sedimen-
tation velocity, we derive the minimum wavelength of a per-
turbation that can grow,
λmin
R
∼ (2pi)3Ag(R)
R
t2stop , (19)
where we used vsed = g(R)tstop, and introduced the Atwood
number A = (ρ2+ρ1)/(ρ2−ρ1). Since this analysis is approx-
imate, it is reasonable to replace g(R)/R ≈ Ω2p = GM0/R3p,
and then re-write this equation in a more transparent way,
λmin
R
∼ (2pi)3A St2 , (20)
where we must remember that the Stokes number St =
tstopΩp is a function of not only grain size but also radius
inside the clump at R < Rp since the grain stopping time
changes within the clump.
Equation 20 shows that large particles (large Stokes
numbers) are unlikely to cause dust-RT instability because
for them λmin/R > 1. Small Stokes number particles, St 1,
on the other hand, may cause the instability for wavelengths
provided λmin ≤ λ < R. A fixed size particle will often be in
the intermediate regime. At the gas clump outer edge, the
corresponding λmin is too large (larger than a good fraction
of R), so the particles will tend to sediment in the test par-
ticle regime. However, when they reach dense enough layers
in the clump, λmin may drop sufficiently to allow the dust-
RT instability to grow. Sedimentation of grains from that
point inward proceeds via the dust-RT heavy fingers. Such
behavior of the sedimenting particle – first test-particle like,
laminar, and then via the collective effects in the deeper
regions – is indeed observed in our simulations.
3.8 Core formation
Nayakshin et al. (2014) found that massive solid cores form-
ing in the very centre of the pre-collapse planets could en-
force gravitational collapse of the whole planet. For this to be
the case one needs radiative cooling to be rapid to transport
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Figure 14. Top panel: Perturbation growth or decay versus
grain size for simulations SinZ1a01N8e5 to SinZ1a26N8e5. Bot-
tom panel: Grain sedimentation velocity compared to the per-
turbation growth velocity vλ. Note that perturbations decay when
sedimentation velocity exceeds vλ.
the heat outside of the gas clump. This is not the case for our
simulations. On the other hand, accretion heat released by
the core could puff the clump up, making it more prone to
tidal disruption (Nayakshin 2016). We leave both of these
important issues for future work, terminating simulations
if/when gravitational collapse of the dust component occurs,
before the collapsed core could becomes massive enough to
affect the gas clump.
Fig. 15 presents the gas (solid black) and the peb-
ble density (colors) profiles averaged on concentric spheri-
cal shells as a function of R for simulations SpZ1a01N8e5,
SpZ1a1N8e5, SpZ1a10N8e5 and SpZ1a100N8e5. The gas
density profile evolves very little in these runs, so only the
t = 0 profile is presented for clarity. The maximum time
shown in the panels corresponds to the last snapshot from
the respective simulation, and may be different for different
runs. We see that for a = 0.1 cm pebbles remain sparse in
the very centre of the clump up to the end of the simulation.
For simulation SpZ1a1N8e5 pebbles sink into the very cen-
tre of the clump quickly, but after that there is very little
evolution for the next few hundred years. In contrast, a = 10
and a = 100 cm grains sediment into the clump centre more
rapidly and eventually form a very high density dust core.
Both of these simulations stall soon thereafter.
Fig. 15 shows that sedimentation of small grain particles
into the very centre of the gas clump, R → 0, is inefficient.
Firstly, the gravitational force drops with R in the clump
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centre, g(R) ≈ (4pi/3)GρcenR. Secondly, when most of the
pebble-free gas is displaced from the centre by the falling
pebble-rich fingers, the negative buoyancy approaches zero
since there are no longer strong density contrasts. The final
step in core formation has to be done via physical separation
of pebbles and gas. When that occurs, pebbles start to dom-
inate the density in the innermost part of the clump, and
a gravitational collapse of the grain component is expected.
Nayakshin (2011) found analytically that the radial size of
the grain ”cluster” needs to be around 10% of the radius
of the gas clump for gravitational collapse. This is roughly
borne out by fig. 15.
The expected dust core formation timescale is hence
the time scale on which pebbles sediment in the test par-
ticle regime, eq. 8. This however needs to be corrected for
very large grain sizes, a & 30 cm. As nothing can collapse
faster than the gravitational collapse time, ∼ 1/(Gρcen)1/2,
we write
tcol = tsed + (Gρcen)
−1/2 . (21)
Fig. 16 analyses when and how gravitational collapse of peb-
ble component occurs. The left panel of the figure shows
the maximum density of the dust distribution, calculated
on concentric shells, versus time. Only the pebbles with size
a ≥ 10 cm go through core collapse. The cores formed by
the collapsing pebbles reach densities higher than ρcen by
almost two orders of magnitude before the code stalls.
The right panel of fig. 16 compares the expected grav-
itational collapse time scale (eq. 21) with that actually
measured from the simulation. To measure the latter, we
first find the time t1 when the pebble core density exceeds
4× 10−10 g cm−3. The core collapse time scale is defined as
tcore = tend−t1, where tend is the end time of the simulation.
While the density threshold chosen to mark t1 is somewhat
arbitrary, due to a very fast increase of the core density at
that point (cf. the left panel of fig. 16), the resulted mea-
surement of tcore is fairly robust. The theoretically expected
collapse time (red asterisks in the right panel of fig. 16) has a
noticeable break between a = 3 cm and a = 10 cm due to the
switch from the Stokes to the Epstein drag at these scales.
The fact that no core collapse occurs for pebbles smaller
than a = 10 cm is expected. For grains of size a = 3 cm the
collapse is only expected well after 1000 years, whereas our
simulations were ran for just short of 400 years.
4 GRAIN GROWTH AND FRAGMENTATION
To model effects of grain-grain collisions, we use equations
9-10. At high collision velocities grains fragment (Blum
& Wurm 2008). We introduce grain fragmentation veloc-
ity vfr, such that for ∆vbg ≥ vfr grain growth turns into
grain fragmentation. The most frequently quoted values for
vfr from experiments and calculations are in the range of
∼ 1− 10 m s−1 (Blum & Mu¨nch 1993; Wyatt & Dent 2002;
Setoh et al. 2007; Beitz et al. 2011).
Resolving velocity difference of colliding pebble pairs
directly in 3D simulations is currently numerically not at-
tainable with SPH (Booth & Clarke 2016); we hence opt for
an approximate treatment. Dust particles weakly coupled to
gas have stopping times tst  tdyn and therefore sediment at
velocities of order the free fall velocity, which is in hundreds
of m/s up to a few km/s. ∆vbg for these particles exceeds the
fragmentation velocity for most materials by one-two orders
of magnitude. Therefore, particles dominating grain growth
are likely to tst . 0.01× tdyn. For such short stopping times
it is reasonable to assume that dust particles move at termi-
nate velocity with respect to gas, e.g., we can set dv/dt ≈ 0
in eq. 1, and thus gas-dust relative velocity is ∆v = |g|tst.
Assuming that collisions between particles of size a and size
∼ a/2 are most crucial at driving grain growth and fragmen-
tation, we approximate
∆vbg = |g| tst
2
, (22)
where g is the gravitational acceleration at the location of
the dust particle. To delineate grain growth for ∆vbg ≤ vfr
from grain fragmentation for ∆vbg ≥ vfr, we further write
da
dt
=
a
tcoll
v2fr −∆v2bg
v2fr + ∆v
2
bg
. (23)
Here we renamed the grain growth time scale tgr introduced
in §2.2 as the collision time tcoll. The smallest grain particles
are affected by Brownian motion (see, e.g., Dullemond & Do-
minik 2005). Accordingly, we add to equation 22 a constant
Brownian motion velocity vBr, set to 20 cm/s.
4.1 Grain growth or fragmentation
Eight numerical experiments that include grain growth have
same gas clump setup as SpZ1a01N8e5 before, with Nsph =
8×105. Pebbles are added in the outer regions of the clump,
but now within a wedge | cos θ| ≤ 1/8 and the total pebble
abundance is Z = 0.02. These choices do not compromise
the generality of our conclusions here. We test four initial
grain sizes, from a = 0.1 cm to a = 100 cm. These tests
are ran with two values of fragmentation velocity, vfr = 1
and 10 m s−1. The runs are labeled WedgeZ2a10V1, etc.,
reflecting pebble metallicity Z = 0.02, grain size a = 10 cm
and vfr = 1 m/s in this example.
Fig. 17 shows runs WedgeZ2a100V1 and
WedgeZ2a10V10. The top, middle and lower panels
show dust density, grain size, and collision velocity ∆vbg
and the grain-grain collision rate (t−1coll), respectively. These
are plotted with differently coloured curves as a function
of the enclosed total mass. The left panel in Fig. 17 shows
pebble properties at five different times. Focusing on the
middle panel first, we notice that pebbles continue to be
very large, close to their initial size a = 100 cm, for the
two earlier times shown. This is despite the fragmentation
velocity set at just 1 m/s. The bottom left panel shows that
this is because the collision time is long, tcoll ∼ 10 years
and so most of the pebbles would not yet have had time to
collide and fragment.
Just as in the fixed grain size simulation SpZ1a100N8e5,
a dense self-bound grain core forms in the centre of the
clump very rapidly. However, further evolution of the grains
in the centre of the clump and core’s growth is slower. Once
pebbles reach central regions of the clump, their density
becomes very large there, and collisions become frequent.
Grain fragmentation starts to dictate their further evolu-
tion. This we can see from the fact that pebble-pebble col-
lision velocity, ∆vbg, is very close to the imposed fragmen-
tation velocity vfr = 1 m/s in the central regions. Collisions
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Theoretically expected grain core collapse timescale (eq. 21), shown with the red asterisks, and the core collapse time scale measured
from the simulations (black diamonds), versus grain size.
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Figure 17. Simulations WedgeZ2a100V1 and WedgeZ2a10V10, left and right panels respectively, exemplifying the effects of grain growth
and fragmentation. The top sub-panels show the gas and pebbles density averaged on concentric shells. The middle sub-panels plot
pebble sized averaged in the same way, and the bottom sub-panels present collision velocity and the collision time scale. All of these
quantities are shown as functions of the enclosed mass M(R).
thus self-regulate the average pebble size to a size that has
da/dt ≈ 0. For this run, this corresponds to a ≈ 2 cm in the
centre (cf. the middle left panel in fig. 17).
The right panel of fig. 17 shows simulation
WedgeZ2a10V10. In this case pebbles fall inward not
as rapidly as in the left panel, and hence collisions start
to affect pebble sizes sooner. This is again very clear from
the fact that the collision velocity ∆vbg is quite close to
vfr over as much as ∼ 70% of the clump by mass. In the
outer part of the cloud, this grain size regulation leads to
a reduction in the grain size, whereas in the inner clump
collisions increase the grain size. There is no core collapse in
this simulation, but this is simply because WedgeZ2a10V10
was terminated at t ≈ 50 yrs, before collapse could occur.
Fig. 18 shows simulations WedgeZ2a01V1 and
WedgeZ2a01V10, for which the initial a = 0.1 cm. Only at
the very edge of the clump pebble collisions appear to be
fragmenting, and only for the vfr = 1 m/s run (left panels).
Everywhere else inside the clump grain collisions lead to
grain growth. The collision velocity is in fact dominated at
early times by the Brownian motion. Grain sizes in these
two runs hence increase with time, and are also larger in
the clump centre than on the outskirts, in direct contrast
to the results of the large initial grain cases.
Summarising, the overall effects of grain-grain collisions
is to reduce the differences between the small initial and the
large initial grain simulations, as grains evolve towards sizes
that satisfy the local collisional equilibrium. This implies
that massive cores may well be made rapidly, e.g., within
hundreds of years, inside of the gas clumps even if pebbles
supplied from the protoplanetary disc are small, a . 0.1 cm.
4.2 Grain vaporisation: Fuzzy Cores
Pebbles may be vaporised if temperature of gas surrounding
pebbles is high enough. After vaporisation, further sedimen-
tation of pebble material into the core may be possible via
droplets (e.g., Cameron et al. 1982; Brouwers et al. 2018),
but here for simplicity we assume that pebbles transition
from the solid into the gaseous form directly, so that, once
they are vaporised, they are tightly coupled to the gas and
no longer move with respect to it.
The rate of pebble vaporisation, expressed in terms of
the grain size reduction rate, (da/dt)vap, is calculated as in
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Figure 18. Same as 17, but for smaller initial grain sizes for simulations WedgeZ2a01V1 and WedgeZ2a01V10, left and right panels,
respectively. Note that in this case the grain size increases with time rather than decreases due to grain growth.
§2.5 of Nayakshin (2014), and is based on earlier work by
Podolak et al. (1988); Helled & Schubert (2008). In this sec-
tion we consider icy pebbles. To isolate and differentiate the
effects of grain vaporisation from grain fragmentations, vfr
in this section is set to infinity. The grain vaporisation rate
(da/dt)vap is then added to the rate of pebble size change
due to sticking collisions (eq. 23). We do not allow pebble
size to drop to less than amin = 0.1 cm in this section.
The initial conditions for the runs presented here are
identical to those presented in §4.1 except that the clumps
are shrunk or expanded in a homologous way to obtain
clumps with different values for the initial central tem-
perature, which we vary here between Tc = 100 K and
400 K. Pebbles have initial size a = 10 cm and are lo-
cated in a wedge-like disc; pebble metallicity is set at
Z = 0.02. The simulations names are WedgeZ2a10Tc100
to WedgeZ2a10Tc400.
Fig. 19 shows the internal structure of the gas clumps
averaged on concentric shells at time t = 80 yr. The bottom
panel shows the gas temperature profiles. All of the clumps
actually heat up somewhat. For example, the clump with the
initial Tc = 400 K heats up to Tc ≈ 500 K. The increase in
the central temperature of the clump is due to the additional
weight of pebbles which causes the clump to contract some-
what (see §5). The middle panel in fig. 19 presents pebble
size profiles. For the three hotter clumps, pebbles are at the
minimum size imposed, amin = 0.1 cm, except in the oute
rcool regions. For the cooler clump, pebbles remain large all
the way to the core. There is some pebble growth in this
case.
The upper panel of fig. 19 plots the local pebble abun-
dance, defined on concentric shells, as Z ≡MZ/(MZ+Mgas),
where MZ and Mgas are the masses of the pebbles and gas,
respectively, in the shell. The coolest of the four clumps
shows formation of a solid core whereas the three hotter
clumps do not. In those other cases, the core is best described
as a diffuse or a fuzzy one. Note that pebble abundance in
the centre of these three clumps is enhanced by at least an
order of magnitude compared with the clump-average of 0.02
given our initial condition. For higher values of pebble mass
deposited onto the clumps, the metal abundance in the cen-
tre would be yet higher, perhaps approaching Z ∼ 1. As
realistic clumps are likely to be hotter than the coolest of
the clumps considered here (since cool clumps contract and
become much hotter quite rapidly, see fig. 1 in Nayakshin
2015), we conclude that water is not a likely constituent of
cores for the gravitational instability model (as concluded by
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Figure 19. Properties of gas clumps with four initial cen-
tral temperatures loaded with water ice grains for simula-
tions WedgeZ2a10Tc100 to WedgeZ2a10Tc400. Top: Local metal
abundance as a function of enclosed mass. Middle: Pebble grain
size. Bottom: Gas temperature. Grains are vaporised in the re-
gions hotter than ∼ 180 K. A solid core is assembled only in the
Tc = 100 K clump, all other cases result in ”fuzzy” cores.
previous authors, e.g. Helled & Schubert 2008; Helled et al.
2008).
In this section we investigated water ice grains only but
silicate grains can also make fuzzy/diffuse cores in cases
when the central temperature of the clump is sufficiently
high, e.g., T & 1500 K. Nevertheless, such situation is less
likely since gas clumps hotter than ∼ 2, 000 K collapse by
H2 dissociation (Bodenheimer 1974), so that the window of
opportunity for a fuzzy Fe/silicate core formation is nar-
rower than for water. This model thus predicts that solid
cores made inside gas clumps are likely to be composed of
silicates and Fe.
5 METAL LOADING AND DARK COLLAPSE
So far the relative abundance of metals added to the clump
was moderate, Z . a few %. Nayakshin (2015) showed that
evolution of gas clumps is very sensitive to adding extra mass
via pebble accretion. Modeling the gas clump as a polytropic
sphere with adiabatic index γ = 1 + 1/n, and assuming a
uniform composition for the clump, an analytical solution
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Theory
Figure 20. Simulation UniZload that tests polytropic sphere con-
traction under a uniform metal loading (§??).
for the central temperature, Tc(Z), was found:
Tc = T0
[
1− Z0
1− Z
] 6
3−n
, (24)
where Z0 and T0 are the initial metallicity and central tem-
perature of the clump.
Clump contraction under the weight of pebbles may al-
low the clump to collapse on reaching the central tempera-
ture of ∼ 2, 000 K (Bodenheimer 1974) more rapidly than
possible by radiative cooling of the clump. Since this mode
of collapse requires no radiative losses, it may be called ”dark
collapse” to distinguish from the radiation-driven collapse.
In deriving eq. 24 it is assumed that pebbles entering
the clump are spread around the clump by convection uni-
formly. Our 3D simulations can go beyond this simplifying
assumption but first we present simulation UniZload that
recreates the assumption of a uniform pebble abundance.
For this test only, a polytropic gas clump with γ = 5/3 and
initial T0 = 200 K is used. To ensure a uniform dust abun-
dance throughout the clump, dust particles are introduced
at t = 0 by copying the locations of all SPH particles. We set
a = 0.01 cm, ensuring that pebbles are very closely coupled
to the SPH particles. The initial pebble particle weight is
such that clump metallicity is Z0 = 0.005. Instead of adding
new dust particles to increase pebble abundance in the cloud
we simply increase the mass of the existing pebble particles
exponentially, md = md0 exp(t/tZ), where tZ = 16 years.
Figure 20 compares the analytical solution given by eq. 24
with the SPH simulation. The numerical solution starts to
deviate from the theory slightly at the highest temperatures
due to the finite gravitational softening of hsoft = 0.04 AU
for the pebble particles employed for this simulation.
5.1 Realistic 3D simulation of dark collapse
Simulation DarkCollapse starts with a gas clump with an
initial Tc = 900 K. The SPH particle number is N = 8×105.
Our simplified (fixed γ = 7/5) equation of state (EOS)
becomes grossly inaccurate above T =2,000 K as it does
not take into account H2 molecule dissociation. Calculations
with a more detailed EOS show that the gas clump collapses
when the central temperature exceeds 2000 − 2500 K (Bo-
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denheimer et al. 1980; Helled & Bodenheimer 2011; Nayak-
shin 2015). The collapse is approximately isothermal until
the central density reaches ∼ 10−3 g/cm3 (e.g., see fig. 2
in Bodenheimer 1974). Once most of H2 is dissociated, the
central temperature in the clump rises to above ∼ 104 K
and the gas density increases further. In the temperature
region 2, 000 < T < 10, 000 K an effective value of γ is as
low as γ ≈ 1.1. Modeling H2 dissociation in detail is be-
yond the scope of our paper. Instead, we set the maximum
temperature that the gas can reach in our simulations to
Tmax = 2, 000 K. This leads to collapse of gas clumps when
they cool to Tmax.
We introduce a sink particle if gas density exceeds ρ =
10−6 g/cm3. The sink particle is allowed to accrete SPH gas
and pebble particles if they are bound to it gravitationally
and are within accretion radius ra = 6×10−3 AU. For all the
simulations explored, the sink particle creation criterion is
triggered only when the gas clump in the centre was indeed
collapsing with a large negative velocity.
No pebbles are present in the clump at t = 0. They
are added to the clump at a constant rate. At every time
step, each SPH particle has probability (1 − exp(−∆t/tb))
of ”giving birth” to a dust particle, where ∆t is the time
step for the particle and tb = 80 yr. The initial dust particle
position is offset from the position of the parent gas particle
by 0.4 AU (the initial extent of the clump) in the direction
from the clump centre to the SPH particle location. Thus,
pebbles materialise at a constant rate in a spherical shell
just outside of the gas clump.
Note that tb is much shorter than expected time scales
on which significant pebble mass can be accreted in realistic
protoplanetary discs, which are ∼ O(103) yr (Humphries &
Nayakshin 2018). However, tb is ∼ 200 times longer than
the clump dynamical time, meaning that pebbles are added
slowly (adiabatically). We rerun the simulation with tb equal
to 20 and 40 years, respectively, and obtained results virtu-
ally identical to those presented here: clump evolution, pre-
sented as t/tb, is independent of tb as long as tb  tdyn.
This implies that the results of this simulation should also
apply to gas clumps with tb as long as 10
3 − 104 yrs.
We consider pebbles made of rocks, set their initial size
to a = 1 cm, mass to 0.1 SPH particle mass, and allow for
pebble vaporisation but not collisional growth or fragmen-
tation. Furthermore, as pebbles are vaporised, we include
the latent heat of grain vaporisation, Evap0, in the energy
balance. For rocks, the specific value for Evap0 ≈ 1011 erg/g
(see table I in Podolak et al. 1988). To follow energy transfer
from the surrounding gas to pebbles as they are vaporised,
we define a function Evap(a),
Evap(a) = Evap0
a− amin
amax − amin , (25)
where amax = 1 cm, the initial grain size, and amin = 0.1 cm.
Eq. 25 stipulates that grains ”use up” their alloted latent
heat of vaporisation completely as their size drops from amax
to amin. The change in Evap(a) for a dust particle in a given
time step is subtracted from the internal energy of the SPH
neighbours of the particle, using the SPH kernel averaging,
ensuring energy conservation.
An animation of the simulation is available in the on-
line supplementary material. Pebbles born on the outskirts
of the clump initially sink in rapidly, but then stall where
the stopping time is long. As more pebbles arrive, RT fin-
gers develop and carry the pebbles in. Since new pebbles
are loaded onto the clump continuously, hundreds of RT fin-
gers develop, one after the other. These fingers build up
a dust-enriched central region. The gas clump contracts in
reaction to the extra weight in pebbles, and the central re-
gion becomes hot enough to vaporise the dust. The dust
particles are vaporised in the clump centre, preventing solid
core formation. The clump becomes denser and hotter with
time, Tc exceeds T = 2, 000 K, at which point the central
region becomes isothermal. The centre of the gas clump col-
lapses, bringing the rest of the clump down with it as well.
This results in formation of a hot-start gas giant with bulk
metallicity of about Z = 0.1.
Fig. 21 shows thin slices of the pebble density and size
(top row), gas density and temperature (bottom row) in the
central region at t = 79.7 yr, several years before collapse.
Comparing the gas and the dust projected densities in the
left panels of fig. 21, we conclude that the dust is almost
as abundant as gas in the clump centre by mass. Dust dis-
tribution is far more inhomogeneous compared with that of
the gas. Individual RT fingers can be seen; most of these
filaments are remnants/tails of the fingers that fell in ear-
lier. The gas temperature map shows that the temperature
distribution is not spherically symmetric, showing lumpy
structure probably related to individual RT fingers. For ex-
ample, the RT finger with a mushroom like head seen at
(x, y) ≈ (0.08, 0) AU has a corresponding local peak in gas
temperature and also a local minimum in the dust particle
size. This is caused by the heating due to gas-dust aerody-
namical friction.
Fig. 22 shows evolution of the gas clump profile. The
left panels show a relatively slow hydrostatic phase. The ra-
dial Mach number plot demonstrates that this phase is very
nearly hydrostatic. An outward expansion of the outer gas
layers is driven by the aerodynamical heating of these layers
as pebbles sediment through those regions. The very central
region of the clump is hot enough by t = 76 yr to vapor-
ise all the grains there, so that they reach the minimum
allowed size, amin. The right panels of fig. 22 show same
quantities but very near and during the collapse phase. The
temperature reached T = 2000 K at t = 80 yrs but the col-
lapse is not immediate as vrad remains very nearly zero at
that time. This is because the isothermal region is yet too
small in terms of enclosed mass. However, the region even-
tually becomes massive enough to collapse under its own
self-gravity (although the weight of the outer clump layers
certainly helps). By t = 83.7 yr the sink particle is present
in the centre of the gas clump. The gas infall velocity in the
centre becomes super-sonic and the collapse cannot be re-
versed. The clump collapses dynamically in a small fraction
of a year.
evolution of a polytropic gas clump loaded with pebbles
due to accretion from the parent disc. A uniform composi-
tion and no solid core formation was assumed. The theory
predicts (eq. 24) that gas clumps that increase their bulk
metallicity due to pebble accretion contract and heat up
rapidly, collapsing when accreting ∼ 5 − 20% of their mass
in pebbles, depending on the initial central temperature.
The 3D simulation presented here confirms that dark
collapse of gas clumps is possible in realistic 3D simula-
tions. However, the composition of the clump is non uni-
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Figure 21. Thin slice projections of gas and dust properties for simulation DarkCollapse at time t = 79.7 yr, three years before it
collapses into a hot start gas giant with a fuzzy core.
form: pebbles are concentrated in the clump centre (fig. 22).
There is some outward gas motion on the outer clump edge
due to aerodynamical friction between the gas and the peb-
bles, making collapse more difficult. This may be the rea-
son why the clump collapses at a significantly higher metal
abundance than expected from eq. 24. According to eq. 24,
Tc should reach 2,000 K at Z = 0.065. In the simulation,
Tc ≈ 2, 000 K at Z = 0.091, and the clump actually col-
lapses at Z = 0.096.
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Simulations presented here show that clumps that accrete
pebbles from their parent discs can make high-Z cores more
rapidly than assumed based on earlier closed-box 1D mod-
els of the clumps (e.g., Helled & Schubert 2008; Boley et al.
2010; Nayakshin 2010; Forgan & Rice 2013). In general, peb-
bles loaded onto the clump sediment through the outer en-
velope rapidly in the test particle regime, and then stall in
higher density regions. The dust Rayleigh-Taylor instability
then develops, transporting them in in a matter of tens to
hundreds of years. Small grains grow and large grains frag-
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Figure 22. Gas and dust properties averaged on concentric shell for simulation DarkCollapse Left panels: Contraction phase during
which pebbles are loaded onto the clump from outside. Right panels: Same quantities but shown at times just before and during
hydrodynamical collapse of the clump due to H2 molecule dissociation.
ment in the metal enriched central part of the clump, also on
time scales of tens to hundreds of years. A few cm or larger
sized pebbles then get locked into solid cores. The outcome
of these processes depends on pebble composition, how hot
the centre of the clump is, and how long it has to live before
its tidal disruption. Although these external factors are not
modeled in this paper, previous 1D models of planet for-
mation by gravitational instability that included both dust
physics and pebble accretion (e.g., Nayakshin & Fletcher
2015) compare with many observational facts favorably (for
details see §9 in Nayakshin 2017).
3D simulations presented here however show that cores
can be made even more rapidly due to dust-RT instabil-
ity, and that even small pebbles loaded into the clump tend
to concentrate into the clump central regions rather than
be spread around the clump uniformly (as was assumed in
Nayakshin 2015). As a result, we found that gravitational in-
stability clumps may form gas giants with fuzzy cores if the
central regions of the clump are hotter than ∼ 1500 K. This
may be relevant to the recent Juno satellite Jupiter’s grav-
ity measurements that indicate that its core may be fuzzy
rather than solid (Wahl et al. 2017).
Formation of cores inside the gaseous clumps formed
by gravitational instability is a promising and probably re-
quired mechanism to explain planets found in circumstances
unfavorable to formation by Core Accretion (Pollack et al.
1996). For example, the suspected ∼ Neptune mass planets
in the ∼ 1 Myr-old young disc of HL Tau (ALMA Partner-
ship et al. 2015; Dipierro et al. 2015) should have formed af-
ter ∼ 108 years in the classical Core Accretion scenario (e.g.,
Kenyon & Bromley 2015). These low mass planets could not
form by the pure gas disc fragmentation as such objects are
at least ∼ 1 MJ in mass (Boley et al. 2010).
Another promising application of the theory is close
circum-binary planets, where binary kicks lead to very vi-
olent planetesimal-splitting collisions (Lines et al. 2014).
In the context of gravitational instability, these planets
could have formed inside the protective envelope of the self-
MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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gravitating gas clump, initially at large separation from the
binary centre. When such a clump migrates close enough to
be disrupted, its ready-made-core or planet could be safely
deposited onto a much smaller orbit.
Our simulations however do not include radiative cool-
ing of the clumps and feedback from growing massive cores
(Nayakshin 2016). These effects may dictate the resulting
metallicity correlations of objects made by gravitational in-
stability, from planetary debris and sub-Neptune planets
(Fletcher & Nayakshin 2016) to massive planets and brown
dwarfs (Nayakshin & Fletcher 2015). 3D simulations includ-
ing these effects shall be reported elsewhere.
Finally, note that the instability presented here is prob-
ably related to the ”drafting instability” recently found by
Lambrechts et al. (2016) in the context of vertical grain set-
tling in protoplanetary discs. The authors also predicted ex-
istence of this instability in the envelopes of growing gas
giant planets in the context of the Core Accretion model for
planet formation. Our results therefore echo their funding
for planets formed via gravitational disc instability.
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